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Thank you, Mr. Chair.

In a speech in February laying out his priorities for the 2020, Secretary-General Guterres

said that based onthe challenges the world continues to face, from the coronavirus to

conflict to confidence, “multilateral institutions are needed more than ever and must be

tuned to the challenges of the 21st century.” Underpinningall ofthis is the personnelof

the Organization. The caliber and performanceare key to an organization eachits full

potential. The United States continues to strongly support the Secretary-General’s vision

for UN reform in shifting the management paradigm, changing the Organizationitself by

eliminating silos, encouraging collaboration, building the “networked and inclusive

multilateralism”he said is essential to meeting these 21* century challenges. We are

getting closer to realizing this vision, but weare not there yet.

Mr. Chairman,

Wehave an opportunity to strengthenthe policies that govern HRM and provide

direction to ensure a changed,fit for purpose, 21%‘ century UN. That vision includes a

performance management system that enables managers to reward andretain high-

performingstaff and retrain or remove underperformers and makes managers accountable



for results, a swift and agile recruitment andhiring process that attracts the best and the

brightest and stops the Organization from losing talent.

As weheard from the Joint Inspection Unit, an essential element of organizational reform

is change management, changethat will enable this Organization to meet these

challenges and make these ambitious reforms a reality and a success. This means a

human resources management, communications, and engagement strategy with clear

objectives and an understandingbystaff of the benefits of reform, energizing and

empowering our talented workforce to work together toward a commongoal ofa strong

and relevant UN. A strong HRM resolution will frame and reinforce our joint resolve, as

managers, as donors, and aspartners, to bring this change about. To leave the working

methods and the mindsetofthe past behind-- that is the change we must expect and

manage.

In closing, the United States continues to appreciate and acknowledge the diligent work

and determination of the courageous and dedicated women and men whoserve the

Organization, especially those serving in extremely challenging environments. Your

shared efforts, on behalf of the United Nations, are essential in ensuring the peace,

security, and humanrightsofall the people of the world. We the members will work to

ensure you have the support, the tools, the mandate, and the mission to work with us to

confront together the challenges of this century. To that end, my delegation looks

forward to constructively engaging with all delegations on this vital agenda item this

session.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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